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Twin Flame Karma
Over the years as a spiritual healer, I have made discoveries that I am grateful to uncovering what
is purposeful to know and clear. One significant issue was that you could be taking on the karma of
your twin flame. If you didn't clear it, you would be held back by their choices and the karma that
was created by them. They have the ability also to shove their karma over to you for what they
experienced.
You may also be responsible for any karma created due to past lives as well. For example, no
matter what incarnation Archangel Michael or Faith experienced, I had to clear those negative
memories, emotions and karma from those lifetimes to set myself free in this one. Considering how
long ago they were created and how many incarnations they have had, that was no picnic!
But, something more recent occurred which also was a more unusual twin flame experience
regarding karma.
I was guided to meet a man I could marry and because the relationship was serious, Michael
became his high self so we could experience the twin flame relationship and benefits. His high self
did not have a twin on the planet. His high self stepped aside and returned to the light and
Archangel Michael became his high self allowing us to have the twin flame relationship in the
physical. There were two unfortunate challenges. One, the man believed he would have trouble
being alone while I was back in Florida to make the move. That brought up one significant issue
because I needed/required a man I could trust and could be monogamous. If he allowed Michael to
integrate, that problem may have been solved, however.
When well connected to Source, loneliness isn't an issue. I work and live alone and don't feel
lonely. That's why it is important to always work on the self and the relationship to God first and
foremost. It takes care of many other things in the process.
The second issue is that everyone needs integrate their high self. When an ego won't allow the
high self in, the person doesn't fully benefit from the gifts the high self presents.
One of the reasons I am bringing this up is that Heaven will orchestrate what is for your highest
good but you have to be ready, willing and able to accept it. If your ego won't allow you to
accept God's gifts and methods, you will miss out on opportunity.
The other thing is the twin flame dynamic. Twin flames can carry the karma of their other half. If
I didn't clear on his behalf, I could be affected by his choices and actions. If he wasn't going to be
committed to our relationship, I didn't want to continue to clear on his behalf to protect myself from
the karma he created. When I returned home, I discovered Michael left with me. He had to have a
high self. But, because he was not stepping into his divine calling, he certainly didn't need an angel
as a high self and especially not Michael. I was, therefore, free to no longer be concerned about

any challenges he experienced or any karma this man created going forward.
This story also elaborates on walk ins to a degree. We could go into that subject in more depth on
another occasion. But, the importance here is that although Heaven may be working with and for
you, you have personal responsibility regarding your choices and actions. You can create karma
and so can your twin and in either case, you may be the one suffering and be required to clean it up
if you are the one who wants to see shifts in your own life.
One of the reasons I am including twin flame karma in our next group call clearing on March 2 is to
help everyone clear the karma they are negatively affected by that was caused by their twin flame.
It's challenging enough to work out your own karma as well as clear your own rather than be
affected by that of your other half as well. If interested in clearing that karma, the link is below.
Blessings,
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Harness Your Power Within: Gaining
Clarity in Consciousness for More
Effortless Success
Based on requests, we will do an encore of this
workshop online. In light of moving to Sarasota
next month, we may have to put this on the
back burner. It's such an important topic to
understand and I want to be able to address
when not rushed.

Group Healing Calls
March 2, 2019, 11:11 AM EST- Group
Clearing Call - We will include the usual
personal and global topics to clear as well as
the discuss and clear with twin flames and clear
with issues affecting women in honor of
Women's History Month. This is the most
significant relationship you have and you can be
carrying their karma. Click here for details and
registration.

Joy S. Pedersen, CEO and Founder of Express Success LLC, is a Doctor of Divinity,
Licensed Spiritual Healer, Certified Spiritual Health Coach, Certified Law of Attraction
Practitioner, Non-denonimation ordained minister and a #1 International Best-selling author.
She is also a noted business consultant and networker with a celebrated international
clientele.
She works closely with individuals and businesses of all sizes to overcome their challenges
with money, relationships, career, business, health and well being. Her work includes
clearing negative memories, emotions, limited beliefs, property, travel, karma, curses and
darkness as well as clearing the future.
Her pro bono work focuses on a global peace and prosperity initiative healing the cause of the imbalances and
atrocities negatively affecting all to set humanity free.
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